Company History

Company Details

Meetings Industry Experts

Located in Forest Hill, Maryland

CadmiumCD has spent the last fifteen years building technology for
meeting planners and event managers. With an all-inclusive line of
products and services, CadmiumCD strives to ease the conference
planning and management processes. Their fully integrated system
includes abstract collection, exhibitor and speaker data management,
attendee accessible websites & floor plans, mobile event applications,
proceedings distribution, and A/V recording.

*40 minutes North of Baltimore
47 Amazing Team Members

Founded in 2000

Where it All Began

Our Mission

Co-Founders, and husband-wife team, Peter and Michelle Wyatt began
their careers as chemical engineers. They frequently attended conferences
and saw a problem with the way meeting education was handled. They
knew the industry was moving away from paper proceedings and began
distributing proceedings digitally on CD. The company name is a marriage
of this past, bringing together the foundation of the company proceedings on CD - and the Wyatt’s chemical engineering backgrounds
(CD is the abbreviation for the element Cadmium!).

To develop meetings industry solutions
that make planning and organizing
educational events easy.

Mottos
Meeting Eduation Made Easy
Your One Source for Event Technology

Executives

CadmiumCD’s Big Impact
What began as a small outfit run by family and friends from a basement
office has now grown to become a leader in event technology.
CadmiumCD is now one of the most well-respected companies in the
field. They have served a wide variety of clients that span multiple
industries.

Accolades

Peter Wyatt, CTO and Co-Founder
Michelle Wyatt, CEO and Co-Founder

@Cadmium_CD
instagram.com/Cadmium_CD
facebook.com/CadmiumCD

300+ Satisfied clients

Abstract Scorecard

AWARDS, GRANTS, REVIEWS

Conference Harvester

SPEAKER + EXHIBITOR MGMT.

Digital Displays

A/V MGMT. + DIGITAL SIGNAGE

Event Proceedings

ePosters

CONTENT DISTRIBUTION

ONLINE POSTERS

Event Recordings

eventScribe

Expo Floor Plan

Survey Magnet

AUDIO-VISUAL PRODUCTION

FLOOR PLAN MGMT.

EVENT APP + WEBSITE

SURVEYS + EVALUATIONS
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